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ABSTRACT
The project goal was to design and create two laboratory modules that would be used in course MECE-301,
Engineering Applications Laboratory. The modules would be used to teach the concepts of engineering analysis,
practical experimentation, and introduce the students to new engineering principles. This would be provided by a set of
advanced investigative scenarios that would be simulated by theoretical and/or computational methods, and then
characterized experimentally. The goal was to provide the customer, a mechanical engineering professor at the
Rochester Institute of Technology, Professor John Wellin, with two functional modules that could be tested throughout
the duration of this course by students. The two modules the team chose to develop and design were a Railgun Module
and a Static Thrust Testing Module.
Design considerations were outlined for the modules to make sure the selected projects met customer
requirements and enhanced the student experience. The modules needed to be portable, safe, and robust while including
multiple areas of analysis for students, and containing high levels of flexibility allowing for many engineering
opportunities. All modules produced by this project needed to have the ability to be integrated with standard
engineering software and data acquisition capabilities. This paper will outline the design and construction of the
modules selected, the results and test data produced by the modules, and the experience that students will have when
using the modules.
II. TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION
The start of the project was very abstract. The customer required the team to explore various module ideas
while being somewhat ambiguous on customer requirements. In order to find common ground with the customer,
educational goals were developed to evaluate all module ideas. The goal was to create modules to instruct engineering
students in Engineering Applications Lab. The design goal was that the modules should be functional and selfsufficient. With these modules, students would be exposed to unfamiliar engineering principles. A budget constraint of
$4,500 was given to the team to complete the project. Based on these goals, the team researched and bench marked
projects that would fit the customer requirements. The team researched old projects and consulted the customer to find
out which projects have been successful in the past. Fifteen module ideas were created and reviewed.
In order to filter and refine all ideas, a set of criteria was developed with the customer. The criteria consisted of
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a long list of requirements that each module needed to meet in order to be considered as a good project for Engineering
Applications Lab. The first criterion that was evaluated was complexity. The complexities of the concepts that each
module exhibited were evaluated based on customer feedback. The second criteria was safety, which was evaluated by
having the team list possible hazards that could happen when using the module as well as evaluating how safe it was
building the module. Another criterion was that the modules needed to be interesting and engaging to students; this was
evaluated by seeing if the module was interesting to the team, if so then it would likely be interesting to the students as
well. Cost of the module was considered and care was taken to stay inside the given budget. With customer approval,
six of the module ideas remained, and were challenged against the criteria. Two modules were selected: a railgun and
thrust module.
A rail gun is an energy conversion system that uses electrical energy and converts it into mechanical energy to
launch a projectile. It consists of a pair of parallel conducting rails with an armature connecting them to complete the
circuit and launch the projectile using electromagnetic motive force. The magnitude of the force vector can be
determined by calculating the strength of the magnetic field through the Biot-Savart Law, and then finding the Lorentz
force to determine the resultant force vector.
A propeller is a fan like machine whose rotation in a fluid creates a pressure difference between the forward
and rear surfaces of the propeller's blades. This causes the fluid to accelerate behind the blade, which due to Newton's
Third Law, the acceleration of the fluid causes the device that the propeller is attached to accelerate in the opposite
direction. The force that produces this acceleration is called thrust.
III. DESIGN CONCEPTS
Each module had different technical challenges and tested different engineering skills. The railgun compares
the velocity, capacitor bank capacity, and current determined in the analytical model, to the velocity measured in the
experimental results. The time taken to charge up the capacitor bank varies slightly with the times that were determined
via simulation. This could be due to variations and tolerances from parts used in the hardware implementation of this
module. Overall these variations in time are not a large enough factor to cause any concern or changes to be made to the
hardware used to charge up the capacitor bank.
The railgun module uses a set of two parallel rails and an armature to bridge the gap in between the two rails.
This armature also doubles as the projectile that is accelerated and launched by electromotive force, which is produced
when a high current is passed through the positive rail, armature, and lastly the negative rail. The power source that is
used to produce this high of a current is a capacitor bank that consists of multiple axial can electrolytic capacitors. The
current passing through the rails makes the railgun behave as an electromagnet, creating magnetic fields up the length
of the rails up to the position of the armature. By the right hand rule the magnetic fields produced wrap around each
conductor. The current traveling down each rail is opposite to the other; the magnetic field between the two rails is
directed at right angles on the plane formed by the central axes of the rails and armature. The strength of the magnetic
fields produced between the two rails can be roughly calculated using the Biot-Savart law (Eq#1). When the current
running across the armature is combined with the magnetic fields between the rails this produces a Lorentz force (Eq#2)
that accelerates the armature away from the power supply. A Lorentz force can also be experienced between the two
rails pushing them apart, but since the rails are secured in place this does not cause any issues.
Biot-Savart Law (Semi-Infinite Current Carrying Wire)

Eq#1

Lorentz Force Law

Eq#2

The thrust module uses momentum theory to characterize the force produced by the propeller. This module is
analyzed through equations and MATLAB software. The thrust module was required to produce a measurable quantity
of thrust, without exceeding forty pounds of thrust or one hundred forty inch-pounds of torque, with these numbers
being the limits of the load cell that the customer supplied. With theses limits in mind, benchmarking was then
undertaken to find a similar system that produced enough thrust and that operated within the limits of our measuring
device. This process brought the Hacker A-60-5S V2 brush-less DC motor to our attention, and we then modeled it
using ECalc, a commercially available software program used for modeling the performance of r/c aircraft, with a
variety of propellers to find a set up that would suite our needs. Once the motor and the propellers were selected, we
then chose a speed controller with a maximum current that was twenty percent greater than the maximum current draw
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of the motor, following a standard rule of thumb that was conveyed to us by a vendor of r/c aircraft parts. The next step
was powering our system, standard r/c aircraft batteries could not provide enough ampere-hours to sufficiently power
our set-up through an hour long class, to rectify this we researched deep cycle marine batteries which could provide up
to seventy-five ampere hours, enough to run the motor at full speed for forty-five minutes. Two batteries are run in
series to create the necessary voltage needed to run the motor.
The Hacker A-60-5S V2 28 Pole Outrunner is an RC aircraft motor with a power range of twenty four hundred
watts and spins at two hundred ninety five rotations per volt, which our simulations showed would provide a sufficient,
impressive quantity of thrust without overloading the customer’s load cell. The speed controller that we chose for this
project was Castle Creation’s Phoenix Edge 130, whose maximum current of one hundred thirty amps was deemed
sufficient for our needs.
The force produced by the propeller can be found by the conservation of momentum that (assuming the fluid is
not viscid, the fluid is incompressible, a uniform change in pressure along the propeller, and constant mass) is equation
three, where P is pressure and A is Area. Using Bernoulli's equation (equation four, where ρ is density), you can relate
pressure and velocity so that the equation becomes equation 6. Since only static thrust will be measured in this
experiment, we can assume that Vo=0 and assuming that the exit velocity of the air is equal to the pitch speed (equation
7) of the propeller, thus the equation for static thrust will be equation 8.
Force due to change in momentum (simplified)

Eq#3

Bernoulli's Equation

Eq#4

Area of a Circle

Eq#5

Expansion of Equation 3

Eq#6

Pitch Velocity

Eq#7

Equation for Static Thrust

Eq#8

IV. MODULE DESIGN
Thrust Module
Throughout the journey, safety of building, testing and using the modules were top priorities. Safety
precautions were integrated into the design for both modules per the customer requirements. Safety plans needed to be
reviewed by the customer prior to building and testing. The team operated using a buddy system and had test plans to
mitigate safety hazards and risks.
V. DATA COLLECTION AND TECHNICAL OUTCOMES

Figure 1: Final Design of Railgun Module

Different parameters were collected in order to check that the railgun was functioning correctly and met the
customer requirements. Parameters included charge up times, discharge times, projectile acceleration, and projectile
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distance traveled. First, the customer wanted the system to reach full charge up in under a minute. The charge times of
the system vary depending on the level of voltage the operator desires to have stored inside the capacitor bank. If the
operator wanted to store higher levels of voltage (i.e. 10 Volts) into the capacitor bank, this would require more time
than compared to smaller levels of voltage (i.e. 2 Volts). The relationship between charge time and charge voltage is
displayed in Table #1 below. The charge up time was found to be less than thirty seconds on average when charged to
the rated voltage of the capacitors (10 Volts).
Input Voltage
(Volts)

2.04

4.07

6.11

8.15

10.19

Time (sec)

3.54

8.03

12.21

17.27

22.32

Time (sec)

4.09

6.79

11.53

17.33

22.65

Time (sec)

3.53

7.05

11.63

16.61

22.73

Time (sec)

3.82

7.50

12.12

16.93

22.41

Time (sec)

3.90

7.08

11.93

16.74

22.67

Time (sec)

4.36

6.70

11.80

17.08

22.70

Average Time
(sec)

3.87

7.19

11.87

16.99

22.58

Table 1: Capacitor Bank Charge-Up Times

The second parameter that was required was data on the discharge time of the capacitor bank into the bleeding
circuit. The bleeding circuit was a safety system implemented to allow safe discharge of the capacitor bank. For a
system such as this, which can discharge high levels of current into the user, a safe level of charge would be at 500mV
or under. For the test data that was gathered below all test trials were depleted to 500mV so that time values would
match up with user scenarios. The discharge times are dependent on the amount of voltage charge that is stored in it, if
the capacitor bank has a high level of charge (i.e. 10 Volts) this will take longer to discharge than compared to a lower
level of charge (i.e. 4 Volts). The relationship between discharge times and stored voltage charge is displayed in Table
#2 below. The customer requested that the system take no longer than a minute to discharge. This goal was
accomplished with an average discharge time of a little under forty-two seconds with a total discharge from ten volts to
five hundred millivolts, as shown in the table.
Input Voltage
(volts)

2.04

4.07

6.11

8.15

10.19

Time (sec)

20.94

27.09

32.59

37.25

41.61

Time (sec)

18.22

27.38

33.05

36.94

41.47

Time (sec)

18.83

27.10

32.66

38.02

41.72

Time (sec)

17.77

27.76

32.37

38.14

41.54

Time (sec)

18.26

26.58

32.70

38.39

41.58

Time (sec)

18.73

26.65

33.04

38.28

42.52

Average Time
(sec)

18.79

27.09

32.74

37.84

41.74

Table 2: Capacitor Bank Discharge Times
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Figure 2: Final Design of Thrust Module
Due to issues encountered with the first test run with the original speed control, data was not able to be formally
collected. After acquiring a new speed controller (Castle Creations 130 ESC) on Dec 1st the following data was
collected using the same propeller used at failure in the first test run. The test ran as follows:
1. Mount and Connect Load Cell
2. Mount and Connect new Speed Controller
3. Mount 27 in X 12 pitch propeller
a. Due to previous failures with this over-sized prop, we limited the signal sent to the speed
controller to 1.1 ms (10% of the power)
b. Frame was then closed for safety
4. Run Lab view code to record Load Cell Data
5. Turn on the motor
6. Sent low signal for initiation of testing 1.0 ms
7. Worked up to 1.1ms in increments of 0.01 ms
8. Data collected
Initial Test
Figure 3, summarizes the amount of force that was measured during this test. Force can be measure in three
directions- X, Y, and Z. The Z-axis is the most important: it shows 2 pounds of force was obtained during this test.

Figure 3: Load Cell Test

Load Cell Test
Using Force Gage acquired from Professor Hanzlik we applied 800g of upward force in the z direction in
increments of 200g up to 2000g. The force gage is attached to the motor one inch from the center of the shaft, thus are
expectations were for a force only in the Z-axis. The lab view code used saves the data on a text file, using excel the
data recorded is analyzed. Since the first few data point 0-220 is zeroing the load cell they are ignored. The load cell is
zeroed with only the weight of the motor and mounting brackets. To analyze the data we averaged the force read by the
load cell for the corresponding range.
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Force Applied (lb.)

Time
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Average Force (lb.)

ΔF (lb.)

800

1.763696

260-310

1.759501961

0.004194

1000

2.20462

345-360

2.2549

-0.05028

1200

2.645544

390-420

2.637819355

0.007725

1400

3.086468

440-460

3.08792381

-0.00146

1600

3.527392

480-500

3.524285714

0.003106

1800

3.968316

520-550

3.972980645

-0.00466

2000

4.40924

560-580

4.450257143

-0.04102

Table 3: Force Testing

This data was collected to show that the load cell was calibrated correctly and will yield credible data with a max error
of 0.04 lbs. A 16 in long propeller with a 10in pitch was tested. Using eCalc to confirm that the configuration would
work, we saw that at max motor power it will only draw 42.75 amps and 25.06V, which is within our parameters.

Table 4: Raw Propeller Test Data

The motor was taken from 0% power up to 50% in increments of 1% but we only show every 5%.

Table 5: Expected Thrust vs. Achieved Thrust

The difference between the expected thrust and the actual is 0.78 lbs. on average. The difference at the end of the test
can be explained due to the blade’s stalling point. This particular blade is expected to stall at 7lbs of thrust, which
explains the force converging to 7lbs.
STUDENT EXPERIENCE
The purpose of the Engineering Application Lab was for students get hands on experience with actual
engineering projects. Students would test and compare analytical and experimental results that they obtain. Students
would then make connection to the real world with hands-on experience.
For the railgun module, students have the opportunity to learn about technology and theories that are used in
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many modern objects, such as roller coasters and trains. This module will be outside the normal scope of any other labs
that students may have performed. The concepts explored in the module will further reinforce electrical and mechanical
engineering principles. The railgun works by following a process where the capacitor bank will first be charged to a
desired voltage. This can be achieved by verifying that the charging switch is on, the bleeding circuit switch is off, and
the fan is turned on. Once the switches are in the correct positions, the operator can turn on the variac and adjust the
knob to achieve a desired voltage input. The voltage input from the variac is sent through a down-step transformer to
keep the capacitors in the capacitor bank from being over charged to values that could damaged them or any of the
other components in the system. The down-step transformer is designed to output at max input from the variac an
output of 16 volts ac at 60 Hz. The output from the down-step transformer is then passed through a full bridge rectifier
to convert the ac voltage signal to a dc voltage signal. Next, the rectified signal is passed through a resistor and
capacitor to help clean up the voltage signal to the capacitor bank, which helps speed up the charge up process of the
capacitor bank.
Once the capacitor bank is charged to a desired voltage value there are two options that the operator can take:
one is to launch the projectile through the rails, the second is to discharge the capacitor bank into the bleeding resistor.
For the thrust module, students will use this module to test the effects of different propeller types, shapes and
length for a desired thrust output. Variables that can be changed and tested are the angle of attack, motor speed,
incoming air speed, propeller geometry, and weight/material of the system. Finally, this can help engage students’
interests in aviation and fluid dynamics.
The method of testing is very straightforward, the students will come to class with theoretical calculations
predicting the thrust capabilities of a set of given propellers. The module is operated as follows: hit the emergency stop
button to ensure the system has no power and attach a propeller to the motor securing it with the supplied mounting
hardware. Next, connect the Optima 12V batteries in series; turn on the computer and run LabView and ensure
communication between the load cell and DAQ is functioning. A function generator will control the ESC by connecting
the positive banana clip to the orange signal wire and the negative banana clip to the brown signal wire on the ESC. The
function generator parameters are as follows: select “pulse” key, set frequency to 50Hz, set amplitude to 5Vrms and set
pulse width to 1ms.
A pulse width of 1-2ms is essentially the throttle of the ESC, 1ms = 0% power and 2ms = 100% power. At this
point disengage the estop and the system will start up, the ESC will beep 6 times, or the amount of battery cells it
senses. Hit the “output” button on the function generator and the system is ready to be run. While Labview is recording
data, the student will vary the speed of the motor. The students will export the data into excel and compare their
recorded thrust to their expected thrust. After recording is complete the student will turn the throttle down to 0% and
turn off the function generator, hit the estop to shut down the system and disconnect the batteries.
VII.

DISCUSSION
The railgun module was not successful in meeting all of the customer requirements that were established at the
beginning of this project. First, the module was not fitted with an interlock switch that would disengage the system
when the top of the enclosure was opened. The issue was there was no solution that allowed the system to disengage the
charging circuit to the capacitors and engage the bleeding circuit to allow the capacitor bank to discharge. Although this
exact parameter could not be met, a manual switch was integrated into the system to allow the capacitors to discharge
into the bleeding circuit. Another customer requirement not accomplished was the request to launch a car instead of a
traditional projectile. Several attempts were made to try to achieve this goal but fell short due to improper sizing of the
rails to the projectile. The projectile was changed back to the standard idea of trying to launch a normal rod or sphere
instead of a car.
The end result of the building process fell short of our original end goal to have a fully functioning and userfriendly lab module. The module was built to the point where the portability that the customer wanted was
accomplished. All the electrical components were mounted and secured to the wood base that was placed inside the
enclosure. The three wood bases are also secured to the enclosure itself with the use of cap screws and the mounting
holes that are already part of the enclosure. The only component that did not go inside the enclosure was the variac. The
variac did not fit inside the enclosure; this was a benefit in that it helped with moving the module from one location to
another. Switches, necessary for functionality, were secured to the enclosure to allow the operator to control the railgun
from the outside the enclosure when charging and discharging the capacitors. A DC powered fan was also placed inside
of the enclosure to help prevent any overheating of the electrical components while in operation. A set of mounting
brackets were made from the same red oak wood as the base pieces to help keep the rails secure and keep them a set
distance apart during testing.
Overall the most critical components of the railgun module work with exception to the launch of the projectile
across the rails. Connection design created that connects the variac to the module worked in the way it was designed.
The charging circuit worked as expected and can charge the capacitor bank to full rated charge less than thirty seconds
on average. The discharging circuit also worked as expected with the ability to discharge the capacitor bank on average
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in under forty-two seconds when charged to full rated charge. The cooling fan that was mounted in order to keep the
electrical components from possibly overheating was not made operational. Lastly, the rails and projectile worked in
the idea that it did allow the capacitor bank to discharge as expected but did not provide the acceleration on the
projectile that was desired.
Proper acceleration of the projectile failed due to multiple issues. These issues included improper rail
geometry, rail spacing, projectile weights, projectile mass, initial velocities, magnetic field development, or stored
voltage strength. One issue that was preventing the projectile from accelerating was the arc welding that occurred
between the rails and projectile. Most welding happened during the first moment the projectile made contact with the
rails; this was most likely due to the high contact resistance and high current discharge. These weld spots made test
inconsistent because the projectile would not making sufficient contact over the weld spots. Preventing the projectile
from accelerating as desired was the nature of the launch was a dynamic electrical phenomenon that occurred during a
fraction of a second. This type of electrical phenomenon made it difficult to get accurate and predictable constant
results over multiple trials.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
If this project were to be completed again, the team would have liked to have a better understanding of
expectations and guidelines prior to the beginning of the journey. The team did not really know where to start. It was
not until the middle of MSDI that the team found the site that contained all of the old projects used in the Engineering
Apps Lab. In addition to this resource, the team would have consulted current Engineering Apps Lab students what
kind of projects they would be most interested in working on. The team had decided that if the modules were interesting
to the team, it would be interesting and engaging to the students. Next time maybe this should not be assumed.
The team should have had a finalized design for each module by the end of week 15 in MSDI. The team spent
the first three weeks of MSDII finishing the designs for the modules. This set the team behind where the team was
supposed to be. Also, because the design was not fully completed our Bill of Materials was not complete. Screws, nuts
and bolts were not added into the budget for the Thrust module until after the bill of module was accepted. The team
had to buy additional parts that were not originally in the Bill of Materials. Thus, the team ended up going over budget
for the project. Money was allocated for additional parts needed but it was not enough to get the things we needed.
Future teams should be advised to manage their budget and thoroughly make sure all parts are on the Bill of Materials
before any parts are bought.
In order to complete module design and student experiences for both modules various improvements need to
be implemented. For the thrust model, an overhead fan should be integrated into the current design to add dynamic load
testing to the propeller rather than just static loads. Another improvement would be to add a current reader to determine
motor power use and accurately determine motor efficiency. Finally, a tachometer should be implemented to ensure
RPM of the motor is what it should be.
For the railgun module, larger capacitors should be installed into the system in order to handle higher voltage
values to allow higher current values to flow through the rails. Another improvement would be to use different rail
dimensions to allow longer contact time for the projectile and lower resistance. Finally, a digital voltmeter should be
integrated into the outside of the enclosure to display capacitor bank charge.
The rail gun module did not work the way it had been planned. The original design consisted of a car
launching out of a box on a track. A lot of “arcing” and “sparking” was observed; these were signs that the module was
functioning. The most challenging aspect was to find the most efficient way to launch the car or even any projectile. As
the week 15 deadlines approached it was important to have a conversation with the customer to determine what would
satisfy his requirements.
The conclusions of the project lead to individual and team lessons learned. First, if complete and finalized
designs of the modules were made by the end of first phase of the project, there would have been more time to build,
test and debug. Also, more time could have been dedicated to the logistics of the project. Deadlines and contingency
plans are the heart of any project. If there were more detail dedicated to meet the deadlines, the project would have run
more smoothly. In regards to a Bill of Materials, all materials, including screws, nuts and bolts, should have been priced
from the beginning. Because these small but important items were not priced from the beginning, there was not enough
money in the budget to get all materials required to finish the project. Finally, it was necessary to understand that this
was a team project. Team members could not rely on one person to know all information about the project. If a team
member could no longer participate in the project or was sick, the team was lost. Therefore, it is important that every
team member needed to have a little knowledge of everything going on. Overall, the team learned how to work
together, how to work with a customer and how to manage a project from start to finish.
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